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4£n interpretation of the Navy telorcram {CB 917) tascéd 
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Text; | | 
eNO 12 OMNES EEE ONE sere wheres 

Attention invited to At ican Embasgs SY > Moscow disratchos 

234 dated November 2 and 224 dated Cetoter 2 
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the renunelation of US 
citizenshis and request 
for Soviet citizenship by 

: 

| 
5 

Oswald ‘stated “he was radar ‘operator. in “Marine Corps and 
has offered to furnish Soviets information hs vosgesses on 
US Radar. 

' 
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| 
Lee Harvey Cswald i and ( (Richard EH. Webster) visu, 

i Oo Sde 
former Marine : former Navy. Pte . . a 

1 

% 
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(Note: material in parenthesis is speculative but fits blankeut.) 
G& Webster's first name is Richard, according t Lo the nemory 

of Priscizla Johnson (XI,448). Middle initiel"E" is 4 
purely arbitrary chdice on ny vert. 

What IS important here is te nots that sens of the 31 untmown 
letters preceding the words "former Navy" may be devoted to 
some sort cf descriptive phrase corresvondine to the cne for 
Cswald: "the renunciation of US citizenship...ete". That is, 
all 31 letters do not have to be devoted to tho unknown nane, 

Cn the version of this telezgram fetched from the archives by 
Paul Hoch, note that the word Cswalc is circled, (This is not 
tzue on CE 9L7 in volume 18, which in addition, has "former 
Navy" blanked out.) Just before the words , "FORMER Navy", note 
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that the top portion of an are is showing throuchl the white, horizontal, ws ee! 

cansor's swath. The only other thime exthicitky circled on this 
message is the last name cf Les Harvey Cswald. The location cf this 
plece of arc woud then indicass that the word preceding FORMSR 
is the last name of another sersone 



Assuming this tyre of paurallcl sentences strucv%re, let us see how 
much of the information contained in eae Goounent is interneliy 

C) consistent or cthsrwise verified by what we know, 2 

l. The rarallel sentence structure assumption links 234, Nov 2, and 
the Oswald case. 

&) According to the Warren Rerort, Oswald acreared at the Bnbassy 
on Oct. 51, 1959 

. b) Thi 3 ig coneistent with his ease Ocing the subject of a 
disrateh dated Nov. 2 (number 234 ), 

c¢} It is incensis tent with hie case (then not yet even actu alized) 
being the gubject cf a dispatch dated Oct. 26 (numbered 224) 

2. The parallet séntence structures assumption links 224, Oct. 26, 
and some person whe was once in the Navy. 

a) There IS a link between dispatch 224 and another man's name; 
and it is a defection case, too. 

The first line of CE 914 states: "The Webster case (cur 
Gespateh 224)..." | ! 

This links 224 with ths name Webster. 

b) Cote 26, by the sentence structure assumption, is then 
siaply the date disvatch 228 concerning Webster was sent out. 

c) A very important piece of corroboration which is still 
to be found out: Was Webster in the Ne vy? 

z : 

iriscilla Wehnson Bxhibit 2 (XX,288) says: “Embas sy officials admit 
they are a bit gun shy. It's their third case of attempted defection 
this fall. The first, Nicholas EFetrulli (no background @iven)es.. 
The second, Webster, an employse ofthe Rand Go...." 

The question, at present, remains unanswered. 


